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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with morphisms associated to complete linear
systems on smooth projective anticanonical rational surfaces, over an
 .algebraically closed field usually of arbitrary characteristic . The anti-
canonical rational surfaces i.e., those rational surfaces supporting an
.effective anticanonical divisor include all Del Pezzo surfaces, indeed all
blowings up of relatively minimal models of rational surfaces at eight or
 .fewer points possibly infinitely near , also all smooth complete toric
surfaces, but also many others. The tractability of Del Pezzos, relatively
w xminimal models and toric surfaces is well known. As 7 now shows, this
tractability extends as a consequence of the existence of an effective
.anticanonical divisor alone, without any other special assumptions to
anticanonical surfaces generally. Moreover, the behavior of anticanonical
rational surfaces is in many ways analogous to that of K3 surfaces. Thus
w xmany of the results of 15 regarding projective models of K3 surfaces
suggest similar results for anticanonical surfaces. Some partial results
w x along these lines can be found in 4 itself suggested by results for K3
w x. w xsurfaces in 10 and 5 . The goal of this paper is to give much more
complete results concerning which divisor classes on an anticanonical
rational surface determine birational morphisms to projective space.
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We work over an algebraically closed field, almost always of arbitrary
characteristic. In particular, let X be a smooth projective anticanonical
rational surface, K its canonical class. We give a complete determinationX
of those divisor classes F on X with yK ? F ) 0 whose sections defineX
birational morphisms to projective space. Note that any such class is base
point free and so numerically effective; this explains our focus below on
.numerically effective classes. We do the same for classes F with yK ? FX
s 0, apart from a specific list of exceptions. We also give results about the
projective normality of the image; for classes F with yK ? F s 0 whichX
define birational morphisms we need to invoke the paper's only use of a
characteristic zero hypothesis in order to obtain our conclusion of projec-
tive normality of the image. The result may be true more generally, but
our argument would require normal generation for the canonical class on
integral Gorenstein curves, and a suitable result does not seem to be
available.
We begin in Section 2 by recalling results needed in the sequel; these
w x w xare either standard or are worked out in 6 and 7 . Our main results can
be found in Section 3. However, we state here the following result, in
w x w xanalogy with K3 surfaces 10, 15 and foretold in less generality by 4, 10.4
w  .xand 5, 2.1, 2.2 d , as an indication of the sorts of results we can achieve;
its proof is given at the end of Section 3. Given a divisor class L on a
surface X, recall that L is normally generated if the natural maps
0 .mn 0 . .H X, L ª H X, n L are surjective for all n ) 1.
COROLLARY 1.1. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical
surface. Let L be a numerically effecti¨ e di¨ isor class on X of positi¨ e
self-intersection such that either:
 .a yK ? L ) 0, orX
 . 1 .b yK ? L s 0 and h X, L ) 0.X
Then, for all r G 3, r L is effecti¨ e and normally generated, its general section
is smooth and irreducible, it is base point free and the image of the morphism
determined by its sections is isomorphic to the normal surface obtained by
contracting all cur¨ es C ; X with C ? L s 0.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section we recall results we will need which are either standard
 w x. w x w xsee 8 or are worked out in 6 and 7 . For convenience, we will refer to
a divisor class as effective, or irreducible, etc., if it is the class of such a
divisor. Also, given a surface X, a curve C ; X, and a divisor class F on
iX, we may in place of the more accurate but more complicated h C, F m
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. i .O write h C, F for the dimension of the ith cohomology group of theC
restriction of F to C. We begin with the following facts, which we will use
implicitly.
LEMMA 2.1. Let p : Y ª X be a birational morphism of smooth projecti¨ e
U  .  .rational surfaces, let p : Pic X ª Pic Y be the corresponding homomor-
phism on Picard groups, and let L be a di¨ isor class on X.
 . Ua The map p is an injecti¨ e intersection-form preser¨ ing map of free
abelian groups of finite rank.
 . Ub The map p preser¨ es dimensions of cohomology groups; i.e.,
i . i U .h X, L s h Y, p L for e¨ery i.
 . Uc The map p preser¨ es effecti¨ ity; i.e., L is effecti¨ e if and only if
p U L is.
 . Ud The map p preser¨ es numerical effecti¨ ity; i.e., L ? F G 0 for
 U . Xe¨ery effecti¨ e di¨ isor F on X if and only if p L ? F G 0 for e¨ery effecti¨ e
di¨ isor FX on Y.
w xProof. See 7 for indications of proof.
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational surface, and let F be a
di¨ isor class on X.
 . 0 . 1 . 2 .  2 .a We ha¨e h X, F y h X, F q h X, F s F y K ? F r2X
q 1.
 . 2 .b If F is effecti¨ e, then h X, F s 0.
 . 2 . 2c If F is numerically effecti¨ e, then h X, F s 0 and F G 0.
 .Proof. Item a is the Riemann]Roch formula in the case of a rational
 . w x  .  .surface. Item b is straightforward; see 6 for proofs of b and c .
COROLLARY 2.3. On a smooth projecti¨ e rational surface, a numerically
effecti¨ e di¨ isor meeting the anticanonical class nonnegati¨ ely is effecti¨ e. In
particular, effecti¨ ity of the anticanonical class implies effecti¨ ity of all numeri-
cally effecti¨ e classes.
 .  .Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2 a and Lemma 2.2 c .
w xThe next two lemmas are well known; see 7 for proof.
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational surface, and denote by
H  .K the subspace of Pic X perpendicular to the canonical class K . ThenX
K H is negati¨ e definite if and only if K 2 ) 0. Also, K H is negati¨ eX
semidefinite if and only if K 2 s 0; in this case, if x g K H , then x 2 s 0 if andX
only if x is a multiple of K .X
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LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e anticanonical rational surface.
Let D be an effecti¨ e anticanonical di¨ isor on X and let F be any di¨ isor class
0 . 1 . 0 . 1 .on X. Then h D, O s h D, O s 1, and h D, F y h D, F s yKD D X
? F.
We will state a Bertini-type theorem. Recall that a fixed component free
linear system is said to be composed with a pencil if away from the base
points it defines a morphism whose image has dimension 1. Also, we say by
extension that an effective divisor class is fixed component free or base
.point free, resp. if its complete linear system of sections is so. Likewise,
we refer to an effective fixed component free class as being composed with
a pencil if its complete linear system of sections is composed with a pencil.
LEMMA 2.6. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational surface, and let F be a
nontri¨ ial effecti¨ e class on X without fixed components.
 .a If F is composed with a pencil, then there is an r ) 0 such that
e¨ery section of F is the di¨ isorial sum of r sections of some class C whose
general section is reduced and irreducible and whose sections comprise a
pencil. Moreo¨er, if F ? K F 0, then either: r s 1, F 2 s 2, F ? K s 0,X X
1 . 2h X, F s 0, and yK is not effecti¨ e; r s F s yK ? F s 1 andX X
1 . 2 1 . 2h X, F s 0; F s 0, yK ? F s 2 r and h X, F s 0; or F s K ? FX X
1 .s 0 and h X, F s r.
 . 2b If F is not composed with a pencil, then F ) 0 and the general
section of F is reduced and irreducible.
w x w xProof. The proof is based on 9 ; see 7 .
COROLLARY 2.7. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational surface with a
numerically effecti¨ e class F, and let N be the class of a nontri¨ ial effecti¨ e
0 . 1 .di¨ isor N on X. If N q K is not effecti¨ e, then h N, F ) 0, h N, F s 0,X
N 2 q N ? K - y1, and e¨ery component M of N is a smooth rational cur¨ eX
 .of negati¨ e self-intersection, if M does not mo¨e .
Proof. This is obtained as a corollary of a modified version of Theorem
w x1.7 1 concerning cohomology of line bundles on sufficiently rational
w xcurves; see 7 for a proof.
We now state a version of Ramanujam's vanishing theorem.
THEOREM 2.8. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e regular surface. Let F be an
effecti¨ e numerically effecti¨ e di¨ isor class on X with F 2 ) 0. Then
1 .h X, yF s 0.
Proof. Let F be a nonzero section of F. The first paragraph of the
w x proof of 14, Theorem, p. 121 now gives the result. In brief, it shows that
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F is 1-connected by applying the Hodge index theorem. Therefore it finds
0 . w xh F, O s 1 by 13, Lemma 3, p. 45 . Taking cohomology 0 ª yF ª OF X
1 .ª O ª 0, keeping in mind that h X, O s 0 since X is regular, itF X
w xconcludes the result. Although 14, Theorem, p. 121 assumes the charac-
teristic is 0, this first paragraph of the proof, all that is needed here, does
.not use this assumption.
0 .n 0 .Let H X, F denote the image in H X, nF of the nth tensor
0 .power of H X, F . Then F is normally generated if for every n ) 1 we
0 .n 0 .have H X, F s H X, nF .
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let F be a base point free class on a smooth projecti¨ e
surface X. Suppose that the morphism defined by the sections of F is
birational to its image X X. Then the image is normal if F is normally
generated; in this case, the image is isomorphic to the normal surface obtained
by contracting all cur¨ es C with C ? F s 0.
Proof. We briefly justify this standard fact. The morphism of X ª X X
factors through the normalization X U of X X. But X ª X X clearly con-
tracts all C with C ? F s 0 and X U ª X X is finite, so X ª X U also
contracts all C with C ? F s 0. Denoting by F U the pullback to X U of the
X w x  U .nclass of a hyperplane section of X , we know 8, Ex. III.5.7 that F is
very ample for n sufficiently large. But F and hence F U is normally
 U .ngenerated so the morphism given by the sections of F factors through
the morphism given by the sections of F U ; i.e., X U is isomorphic to X X.
The next result is also standard.
LEMMA 2.10. Let F be the class of an effecti¨ e di¨ isor F on a smooth
1 .projecti¨ e surface X with h X, O s 0. If F m O is normally generated,X F
0 . 0 .then F is normally generated. If H X, rF maps onto H F, rF for all
r ) 0 and F is normally generated, then F m O is normally generated.F
0 .Proof. From 0 ª O ª F ª F m O ª 0 we see H X, F maps ontoX F
0 . 0 .n 0 .nH F, F , and so by normal generation H X, F maps onto H F, F
0 . 0 .  0 .n.s H F, nF . Thus H X, nF which contains H X, F also maps
0 . 0 .n 0 .onto H F, nF , and so the kernel and H X, F generate H X, nF ;
0 . 0 .n 0  . .i.e., H X, nF s H X, F q fH X, n y 1 F , where f is a section
0  . .vanishing on F. By induction we may assume H X, n y 1 F s
0 .ny1 0 . 0  . .H X, F , and since f g H X, F we see fH X, n y 1 F ;
0 .n 0 . 0 .nH X, F , so H X, nF s H X, F ; i.e., F is normally generated.
0 . r 0 . rFor the second statement, note that H X, F maps onto H F, F
0 0 .  .but has the same image in H F, rF as H X, rF .
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w xThe following result is the main theorem of 7 .
THEOREM 2.11. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical
surface with a numerically effecti¨ e class F, and let D be a nonzero section of
yK . Write F s H q N, where N is the fixed part of F, and where H is thatX
part of F excluding all fixed components of F.
 . 1 . a If yK ? F G 2, then h X, F s 0 and F is base point and thusX
.  .fixed component free i.e., N s 0 .
 . 1 .b If yK ? F s 1, then h X, F s 0. If F is fixed component free,X
then F has a unique base point, which is on D. Moreo¨er, F has a fixed
component if and only if H s r C and N s N q ??? qN , where C g K H is a1 t X
1 .class with h X, C s 1 whose general section is reduced and irreducible,
1 . 2r s h X, H with r ) 1 only if C s 0, N is a smooth rational cur¨ e fori
e¨ery i, N 2 s y2 and N ? N s 1 for i - t, N 2 s y1, N ? N s 0 fori i iq1 t i j
j ) i q 1, C ? N s 1, and C ? N s 0 for i ) 1.1 i
 . c If yK ? F s 0, then either N s 0 in which case F is base pointX
2 1 .free, F m O is tri¨ ial and either F ) 0 and h X, F s 1 or F s r C andD
1 .h X, F s r, where r ) 0 and C is a class of self-intersection 0 whose
.general section is reduced and irreducible , or N is a smooth rational cur¨ e of
 1 .self-intersection y2 in which case h X, F s 1, N m O is tri¨ ial, andD
H s r C , where r ) 1 and C is reduced and irreducible with C 2 s 0, C ? N s
.1, and C m O being tri¨ ial , or N q K is effecti¨ e.D X
 .d The class N q K is effecti¨ e if and only if F ? D s 0 but F m OX D
is nontri¨ ial. In this case, there exist a birational morphism of X to a smooth
projecti¨ e rational anticanonical surface Y, and either: K 2 - 0, there is aY
numerically effecti¨ e class F X on Y, F is the pullback of F X y K , andY
1 X. 1 . 20 s h Y, F s h X, F ; or K s 0, H and N are the pullbacks of ysKY Y
1 .and yrK for some integers s G 0 and r ) 0, respecti¨ ely, and h X, F sY
s , where s s 0 if s s 0, and otherwise r - t and s s srt , where t is the
least positi¨ e integer such that the restriction of yt K to D is tri¨ ial.X
w xWe will also need the next result, proved in 7 .
LEMMA 2.12. Let F be a numerically effecti¨ e class on a smooth projec-
ti¨ e rational anticanonical surface X. Let N be the fixed part of F.
 .a There is a birational morphism X ª Y to a smooth surface Y such
that F is the pullback of a numerically effecti¨ e class L on Y, and L ? E ) 0
for e¨ery class E of an irreducible exceptional di¨ isor on Y.
 .b Let X ª Y be a birational morphism to a smooth surface Y such
that F is the pullback of a class L on Y. Let M be the fixed part of L . Then
0 . 0 .h X, N q K ) 0 if and only if h Y, M q K ) 0.X Y
 . 0 .c If h X, F q K ) 0 and if F ? E ) 0 for e¨ery class E of anX
irreducible exceptional cur¨ e, then F q K is numerically effecti¨ e.X
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w xFinally, we have the following lemma, proved in 2 .
LEMMA 2.13. Let C be an integral projecti¨ e cur¨ e whose dualizing sheaf
0 . K is locally free rank 1. If h C, K ) 0 i.e., C is not smooth andC C
.rational , then K is generated by global sections.C
3. BIRATIONAL MODELS
We now begin our study of the classes on an anticanonical surface which
define a morphism birational to its image, beginning with criteria for
normal generation.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F be a numerically effecti¨ e class of positi¨ e
self-intersection on a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical surface X.
 .a If yK ? F G 3, then F is normally generated.X
 .b If 1 F yK ? F F 2, then F is not normally generated.X
 .c Let F be fixed component free with yK ? F s 0. Then F isX
normally generated if the general section of F is smooth but not hyperelliptic.
 .d Let F be fixed component free with yK ? F s 0. Then rF isX
normally generated for all r G 3.
 .  .Proof. Note that in both a and c F is base point free by Theorem
2.11 and not composed with a pencil by Lemma 2.6. Thus a general section
F is reduced and irreducible, and by Lemma 2.10 it is enough to show that
F m O is normally generated. Let g denote the arithmetic genus of F. InF
 .case a , we have from adjunction that F m O has degree at least 2 g q 1,F
w x and so by Theorem 1.6 of 12 is normally generated condition N of thep
.  .theorem with p s 0 . In case c , adjunction implies g G 2, so the result
w xfollows from Noether's Theorem 16, Lemma 1.1, Theorem 1.2 .
 .Consider b . Say yK ? F s 1. By Theorem 2.11, F has a base point,X
while 2 F does not, so F cannot be normally generated. Finally, say
yK ? F s 2. As above, a general section of F is reduced and irreducible.X
Let D be a section of yK . Then F ? D s 2; note that we may assume aX
general section F of F and D meet in smooth points, say x and y
 . wpossibly x s y , of F. To see this, note that if F and D meet at a singular
point of F, then x s y is a smooth point of D. Now let X X be the surface
obtained by blowing up the point x, and let E denote the class of the
exceptional curve E of the blowing up. Since F is irreducible but has a
singular point of multiplicity 2 at x, the total transform of F is FX q 2 E,
where the proper transform FX of F is reduced and irreducible. If we
X  Xdenote by D the proper transform of D noting that D is an anticanoni-
X. X  . Xcal divisor of X and the pullback of F to X also by F, then F y E ? F
 .  . 2s F y E ? F y 2 E s F y 2. Since yK ? F s 2 is even, adjunctionX
2  . X 2  .implies F is also even, so F y E ? F s F y 2 G 0. And F y E ? E
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s 1, so we see that F y E meets every component of one of its sections
nonnegatively and so is numerically effective. Thus F y E is regular by
 . XTheorem 2.11 b . Now, F is an integral section of F y 2 E disjoint from
X  X.2  X.2D . If F - 0, then adjunction says that F s y2 from which
1 X .  X.2h X , F y 2 E s 1 follows by Riemann]Roch. If F G 0, then its class
1 X .F y 2 E is numerically effective and h X , F y 2 E s 1 follows from
 .  2 . 0 XTheorem 2.11 c . Thus Riemann]Roch gives F y K ? F r2 s h X , FX
.  2 . 0 X .y E and F y K ? F r2 y 1 s h X , F y 2 E . But we are assumingX
that a general section of F on X through x is singular at x; thus
0 X . 0 X . xh X , F y E s h X , F y 2 E , which is a contradiction.
1 . 0 . 0 .Since h X, O s 0, we have a surjection H X, F ª H X, F m O .X F
 .By adjunction F m O s yK m K s K q O x q y . It is easy to seeF X F F F
 .that y is a base point of K q O y ; i.e., any section of F through xF F
 .either is tangent to F at x if x s y or passes through a fixed second
 .point i.e., y of F. But 3F m O has degree at least 2 g q 2, and so is veryF
w xample and regular by 3, p. 59 . Being very ample, y is not a base point of
 .3F m O yx . From 0 ª 2 F ª 3F ª 3F m O ª 0, using TheoremF F
 . 1 0 .2.11 a to see that 2 F has h s 0, we see that H X, 3F surjects onto
0 .H X, 3F m O . Thus not every section of 3F through x goes through yF
 .or, if x s y, is tangent to F at x , so F cannot be normally generated.
 .  .  .Finally, consider d . As in a and c , F is base point free by Theorem
2.11 and not composed with a pencil by Lemma 2.6. Thus a general section
F is reduced and irreducible. The proof of normal generation for rF will
now be a modification of part of Mumford's proof of the generalized
w xlemma of Castelnuovo 11, Theorem 2 .
w xFollowing 11 , given coherent sheaves A and B on a projective variety
 .  .  . Z, let S A, B be the cokernel of the natural map G A m G B ª G A
. m B . Thus it suffices to show}using multiplicative notation}that
 j .S F , F s 0 for j G 3, which is somewhat more than is asserted in the
 . .statement of Proposition 3.1 d . We will need to apply the following
diagram where we now assume B is invertible and effective with a
.nontrivial section B twice:
0 ªG A m By1 m G B ªG A m G B ªG A m O m G B ª 0 .  .  .  .  .  .B
x x x
0 ª G A ª G A m B ª G A m B m O ª 0 .  .  . .B
x x x
y1S A m B , B ª S A, B ª S A m O , B ª 0 .  .  .B
x x x
0 0 0
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Note that the columns of this diagram are exact by definition. Moreover, a
diagram chase shows the third row is exact if the first two are.
We first apply this diagram by taking Z to be a general section of F,
r  .A s F m O , B s F m O which is K by adjunction , and B to be anZ Z Z
effective canonical divisor on Z. Now A m By1 and A are both powers
1 y1 . 1 .bigger than 1 of K , so h Z, A m B s h Z, A s 0. Thus the dia-Z
gram has exact rows. By Lemma 2.13, K is base point free and hence hasZ
a section not vanishing at any point of the support of A m O , so clearlyB
 .  w x.S A m O , B s 0 viz. 11, p. 42 . Also clearly, taking any nontrivialB
 .  .  .section s of K , we get a homomorphism G A ª G A m G B definedZ
via a ¬ a m s , making the diagram commute. A diagram chase now
 y1 .  .  .shows that S A m B , B ª S A, B is zero, and hence that S A, B
s 0.
Now apply the diagram with Z s X, A s F r, B s F, and B a general
section of F. Note A m By1 and A are both positive powers of F; since F
 . 1 y1 .is fixed component free, Theorem 2.11 c shows that h Z, A m B s
1 . 1 . 1 j .h Z, A s h Z, A m B s 1. Moreover, h B, K s 0 for j ) 1. ThusB
from taking cohomology of 0 ª F ry1 ª F r ª F r m O ª 0 and of 0 ªB
F r ª F rq1 ª F rq1 m O ª 0, we see that the diagram has exact rows.B
 .From the previous paragraph we know S A m O , B m O s 0, fromB B
 .which it can be seen that S A m O , B s 0. As before, we get aB
 .  .  .homomorphism G A ª G A m G B defined via a ¬ a m s , where s
is now a general section of B s F, and, arguing as before, we conclude
r .  .that S F , F s S A, B s 0, from which our result follows.
Note that, if the sections of a divisor class F determine a morphism with
image of dimension 2, then F must be effective and base point free and
therefore numerically effective, and F 2 ) 0. Since F is then not com-
posed with a pencil, Lemma 2.6 says that a general section F is reduced
and irreducible. Thus these conditions are necessary for birationality. We
will determine sufficient conditions in three progressively harder cases:
yK ? F G 3, yK ? F s 2, and yK ? F s 0. These are exhaustive sinceX X X
an effective class F with yK ? F s 1 always has a base point if X isX
.anticanonical. We begin with the easiest.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical
surface. Let F be a numerically effecti¨ e class on X with F 2 ) 0. If
yK ? F G 3, then the image X X of the morphism f defined by the sections ofX
F is the normal surface obtained by contracting all cur¨ es perpendicular to F,
and so, in particular, f is birational to its image. Moreo¨er, the general
section of F is smooth and irreducible.
 .Proof. First, F is base point free by Theorem 2.11 a . Since also
F 2 ) 0, F is not composed with a pencil by Lemma 2.6. Thus f has image
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of dimension 2. To check birationality, it is enough to check that the
restriction of f to a general section F of F is birational. From 0 ª O ªX
F ª F m O ª 0 we see the sections of F map onto those of F m O , soF F
f restricts to the morphism defined by F m O , but F m O is very ampleF F
w xby 3, Proposition 7, p. 59 . For the statement about the contraction of
 .curves perpendicular to F, apply Proposition 3.1 a and Proposition 2.9. A
X  .general hyperplane section of X and hence a general section of F is
w xnow smooth and irreducible by the usual Bertini theorems 8, II.8.18.1 and
w x8, III.11.3 .
For the next result, note that if X ª Y is a birational morphism to a
smooth surface Y and if F is the pullback of a class L on Y, then F is
effective and base point free if and only if L is. Thus the sections of F
define a morphism if and only if those of L do, and the morphism defined
by F is just the composition of X ª Y with the morphism defined by L .
Given a numerically effective class F on X, questions about the morphism
defined by the sections of F can be answered by descending by a birational
morphism X ª Y to a class L on Y which pulls back to F. By Lemma
 .2.12 a , we may assume that L meets every irreducible exceptional curve
on Y positively. For the purposes of the next result, we assume this
reduction has been made.
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical sur-
face X. Let F be a numerically effecti¨ e class on X with F 2 ) 0 and
yK ? F s 2, meeting e¨ery irreducible exceptional cur¨ e on X positi¨ ely.X
Then the sections of F define a morphism birational to its image if and only if
F is not among the following:
 .  2 .a y K where K s 2 ;X X
 .  2 .b y 2 K where K s 1 ;X X
 .c r C y K , where r ) 0, C is the class of a smooth rational cur¨ eX
2 1 . 2with C s 0 and yK ? C s 2, h X, F y C s 1, and K s y2 r q 2;X X
or
 . 2 0 .d C y rK , where r ) 0, K s 0, h X, yK s 2, yK ? C s 2,X X X X
and either
 . 2i C is the class of a smooth rational cur¨ e with C s 0,
 .ii C is the pullback of y2 K with respect to a morphism X ª YY
 2 .contracting some irreducible exceptional cur¨ e and so C s 4 , or
 .iii C is the pullback of yK with respect to some birationalY
2  2 .morphism X ª Y to a smooth surface Y where K s 2 and so C s 2 .Y
Proof. By Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 2.6, F is base point free and not
composed with a pencil, and hence a general section F of F is integral
and F defines a morphism with two-dimensional image. The morphism is
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birational if and only if the restriction of the morphism to a general
section F of F is birational. But since X is rational and thus has
.vanishing irregularity , the sections of F surject onto the sections of
F m O , so the restriction to F of the morphism defined by F is theF
morphism defined by F m O .F
Let x g F be a general point of F and let M be a general section of
F m O containing x; clearly, we may assume M has support among theF
smooth points of F, and the morphism determined by F m O is birationalF
< <if and only if M y x is base point free. But a point y is a base point of
< < 0  .. 0  ..M y x if and only if h F, O M y x y y s h F, O M y x , whileF F
0  ..  1 . .h F, O M y x s g where g s h F, O is the genus of F followsF F
 .  .from Riemann]Roch for curves, since deg M y x ) deg K implies thatF
w xM y x is regular 3, Proposition 7, p. 59 . If y is a base point, then by
1  .. 0Riemann]Roch again and duality, 1 s h F, O M y x y y s h F, KF F
 ..  .q O x q y y M . Since K q O x q y y M has degree 0, this meansF F F
 .  .K q O x q y s O M . But by adjunction, F m O s K y K m O ,F F F F F X F
 .thus O x q y s yK m O . Thus the morphism determined by F m OF X F F
fails to be birational only if a general section of F m O contains a sectionF
0 . x q y of yK m O , which means that h F, yK m O ) 1. This meansX F X F
0 . 0that h F, yK m O s 2, since h is bounded by the degree of theX F
divisor, here 2, unless F is rational, which, since yK ? F s 2, by adjunc-X
2 2 .tion can only happen if F s 0, contradicting F ) 0 . Conversely, it is
0 .easy to see that h F, yK m O s 2 implies that the morphism definedX F
by F m O is not birational since the morphism is constant on theF
0 ..elements of the pencil determined by H F, yK m O .X F
0 .Thus we have birationality if and only if h F, yK m O - 2. We nowX F
show that the cases proscribed in the statement of Theorem 2.3 each have
0 . 2h F, yK m O s 2. First suppose F s yK , where K s 2. Then FX F X X
has genus 1 and yK m O is a divisor of degree 2 on F, giving theX F
required pencil. If F s y2 K with K 2 s 1, then F has genus 2 andX X
K s yK m O gives the required pencil. Next, suppose F s r C y KF X F X
 .as described in the statement of Theorem 2.3. Consider 0 ª y r y 1 C q
 .2 K ª C q K ª C q K m O ª 0. By hypothesis and duality, 1 sX X X F
1 . 1  . .h X, F y C s h X, y r y 1 C q 2 K , and C q K is not effectiveX X
since C is numerically effective but meets C q K negatively. But h2 forX
C q K is h0 for yC, which is also 0, and now by Riemann]Roch h1X
1  . . 0 vanishes for C q K too; thus 1 s h X, y r y 1 C q 2 K s h F, CX X
. .  .  .q K m O . Since C q K m O has degree 0, this means C q KX F X F X
m O s O , so C and yK have the same restriction to F. But theF F X
sections of C give a pencil, which restricts to a pencil on F, as required.
2 0 .Finally, say F s C y rK , where r ) 0, K s 0, h X, yK s 2, andX X X
either C is the class of a smooth rational curve with C 2 s 0 and yK ? CX
s 2, or C is the pullback with respect to a morphism X ª Y either of
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2 2   . .y2 K where K s 1 or of yK where K s 2. Since y C y r y 1 KY Y Y Y X
0 .  is clearly not effective while h X, yK s 2, from 0 ª y C y r yX
. . 0 .1 K ª yK ª yK m O ª 0 we see that h F, yK m O G 2.X X X F X F
 2 .Since F is not rational which by adjunction would force F s 0 and
0 .yK m O has degree 2, we see h F, yK m O s 2, as required.X F X F
Conversely, let us now see that there are no other cases. So let F be a
numerically effective class with yK ? F s 2 of positive self-intersectionX
meeting every irreducible exceptional curve positively and assume that
0 .h F, yK m O s 2. Consider 0 ª yF y K ª yK ª yK m OX F X X X F
0 .ª 0. If h X, F q K s 0, by Corollary 2.7, F is rational, hence byX
adjunction F 2 s 0, contradiction. Thus F q K is effective, so by LemmaX
 .  .2.12 c , F q K is numerically effective and hence by Corollary 2.3X
0 . effective; thus either h X, yF y K s 0 or F s yK which is one ofX X
. 0the cases we have already found . So we may now assume h X, yF y
.  .2 2 2  .K s 0. If F q K s 0, then F s 4 y K and y F q K ? K s 2X X X X X
2 2 2  . 2yK s F y 2. But F is positive and by adjunction even; if F s 2,X
2  .then K s 2 so F q K ? K s 0, whence by Lemma 2.4, F s yKX X X X
0 . 2  .contradicting h X, yF y K s 0. Thus F G 4, hence y F q K ?X X
 .K G 2, so by Theorem 2.11 a , F q K is base point free. Then byX X
 . 2Lemma 2.6 a , F q K s r C where r ) 0, C s 0, C is the class of anX
 .integral curve C and y F q K ? K s 2 r. But then for F ? K s y2, weX X X
2 0must have K s y2 r q 2. Since we are assuming a pencil H F, yK mX X
.O , and since C gives a pencil on X which restricts to a pencil on F, andF
 .since F has genus at least 2, the two pencils are the same. Thus C q K X
 .  .m O is trivial. From 0 ª y r y 1 C q 2 K ª C q K ª C q K mF X X X
 . 1 . 1  . .O ª 0 as above we see that h X, F y C s h X, y r y 1 C q 2 KF X
0  . .s h F, C q K m O s 1, as required.X F
 .2Suppose on the other hand that F q K ) 0; then, by Theorem 2.8,X
1 . 0 . 0 .h X, yF y K s 0, hence h X, yK s h F, yK m O followsX X X F
0 .from 0 ª yF y K ª yK ª yK m O ª 0, so h X, yK s 2.X X X F X
Thus we can write yK s H q N, where N is the fixed part of yK andX X
wH is the part without fixed components. In fact, N s 0. To see this,
suppose not. Since y K gives a pencil on X which restricts to the pencilX
0 .H F, yK m O , and since the latter cannot have base points, we seeX F
that N ? F s 0 and hence that H ? F s yK ? F s 2. Since yK is con-X X
 0 .nected because h D, O s 1 by Lemma 2.5, where D is a section ofD
.yK , we must have N ? H ) 0. Since K q H is not effective, yH ? N sX X
H 2 q H ? K F y2 by Corollary 2.7. Thus yH ? K G H ? N G 2, so H isX X
 .regular by Theorem 2.11 a . From Riemann]Roch we have 2 s
0 . 0 .  2 . 2h X, yK s h X, H s H y K ? H r2 q 1 G H r2 q 2, whichX X
2  .gives H s 0. Thus H ? K s y2 so F q K ? H s 0. Thus any compo-X X
nent of any section of F q K must be contained in an element of theX
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 .2pencil determined by H, which would force the contradiction F q K FX
x 20. Since N is trivial, yK s H is numerically effective, so K G 0 andX X
 . 2 20 G F q K ? K s y2 q K ; thus 0 F K F 2.X X X X
2  .If K s 2, then F q K ? K s 0, so by Lemma 2.4, F q K s 0; i.e.,X X X X
2 F s yK , which is one of the proscribed cases. If K s 1, then 0 - F qX X
.2 2 2  .2  .K s F y 3 so F is at least 4. Thus F q 2 K G 0 and F q 2 KX X X
? K s 0, so by Lemma 2.4 again F s y2 K , another proscribed case.X X
Finally, say K 2 s 0. There is a maximum r such that F q rK is numeri-X X
  . .cally effective by Lemma 2.12 c , r G 1 . Denote F q rK by G; ifX
G q K is not effective, then G 2 y 2 s G 2 q G ? K F y2 by CorollaryX X
2.7, so G 2 F 0. But equality here results in F being a multiple of K byX
Lemma 2.4, which gives the contradiction F 2 s 0, and G 2 - 0 contradicts
 .numerical effectivity of G. Thus it must be that F q r q 1 K is effectiveX
 .but not numerically effective. By Lemma 2.12 c , there is an irreducible
 .exceptional curve on X perpendicular to F q rK . By Lemma 2.12 aX
there is a birational morphism X ª Y and a class L on Y which pulls
back to F q rK and which meets every irreducible exceptional classX
positively, hence is numerically effective and satisfies L ? K s y2. NoteY
 .L is base point free by Theorem 2.11 a .
If L 2 s 0, then Lemma 2.6 implies that L is a multiple of an integral
class C. Since L ? K s y2, this multiple is 1, so L s C is the class of aY
 . 2smooth irreducible rational curve one of the proscribed cases . If L ) 0,
then Lemma 2.6 says that L is integral. The argument now recapitulates
0 .the argument above. If h Y, L q K s 0, by Corollary 2.7 L is rational,Y
hence by adjunction L 2 s 0, contradiction. Thus L q K is effective, soY
 .  .by Lemma 2.12 c , L q K is numerically effective, so 0 G L q K ? KY Y Y
s K 2 y 2. But K 2 ) 0, so K 2 is either 1 or 2. As above, the first caseY Y Y
leads to L s y2 K and the second to L s yK . Hence, F s C y rK ,Y Y X
2 0 .where K s 0, h X, K s 2, and C is the pullback to X of either yKX X Y
with K 2 s 2 or of y2 K with K 2 s 1, which are the last remainingY Y Y
proscribed cases.
We now consider the case of classes perpendicular to the canonical
class. Here we content ourselves with sufficient conditions for birational-
ity; moreover, to get our strongest conclusion it is convenient to impose a
hypothesis of the characteristic's being 0, but the extent to which this
hypothesis is essential is unclear. As in Theorem 3.3, it is convenient and
does no harm to only consider classes which meet every irreducible
exceptional class positively.
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a smooth projecti¨ e rational anticanonical sur-
face X. Let F be a numerically effecti¨ e fixed component free class on X with
F 2 ) 0 and yK ? F s 0, meeting e¨ery irreducible exceptional cur¨ e on XX
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positi¨ ely. Then F is base point free and the general section of F is reduced
and irreducible. Furthermore, the morphism f defined by the sections of F is
birational to its image X X, if F is not one of the following types:
 .a r C y s K , where r ) 0, C is the class of a smooth rational cur¨ eX
with C 2 s 0 and yK ? C s 2, and either:X
 . 2i s s 1 and K s y2 r ;X
 . 2ii r s s s 2, K s y2;X
 . 2iii r s 1, s s 2, and K s y1; orX
 .b there are birational morphisms X ª Y ª Z to smooth surfaces Y
and Z where K 2 s 0, A is the pullback to X of a class AX on Z, B is theY
pullback to X of yK , F s A q rB y s K where r G 0, A and A q rB areY X
numerically effecti¨ e, and one of the following occurs:
 . X 2 2i A s yK , K s 1, s s 1, K s y1; orZ Z X
 . X 2 2ii A s yK , K s 2, s s 1, K s y2; orZ X X
 . X 2 2iii A s yK , K s 2, s s 2, K s y1; orZ Z X
 . X 2 2iv A s y2 K , K s 1, s s 1, K s y2; orZ Z X
 . X 2 2v A s y2 K , K s 1, s s 2, K s y1; orZ Z X
 . X 2 X 2vi A s 0, A ? K s y2, s s 2, K s y1, and r ) 0; orZ X
 . X 2 X 2viii A s 0, A ? K s y2, s s 1, K s y2, and r ) 0.Z X
Moreo¨er, in characteristic 0, if f is birational to its image X X, then the
general section of F is smooth and X X is the normal surface obtained by
contracting all cur¨ es perpendicular to F.
 .Proof. By Theorem 2.11 c , F is base point free, and by Lemma 2.6, F
is not composed with a pencil, so a general section F is reduced and
irreducible, and the sections define a morphism with two-dimensional
image. Since yK ? F s 0, given a section D of yK , we may assume aX X
general section F of F is disjoint from D. By adjunction F m O s K .F F
Also note that K 2 - 0; otherwise, by Lemma 2.4, there is no numericallyX
effective class of positive self-intersection perpendicular to yK .X
 .By Lemma 2.12 c , either F q K is numerically effective or it is notX
effective. But if it is not effective, then by Corollary 2.7, F 2 s F 2 q F ?
K F y2, contradicting F 2 ) 0. Thus there is a maximum s ) 0 suchX
that F s F q sK is numerically effective for all 0 - s F s .s X
If F 2 ) 0 and ysK 2 ) 2 for some 0 - s F s , then by Proposition 3.2s X
the morphism fX defined by the sections of F is birational to its image,s
and, since F s F y sK , the same is true of f.s X
Contrapositively, if f is not birational to its image, then F 2 ) 0 ands
ysK 2 ) 2 for some 0 - s F s fails; i.e., either F 2 s 0 or 1 F ysK 2 F 2,X s X
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 2 2for every 0 - s F s . Equivalently since F decreases with s and ysKs X
. 2  . 2 2increases , either F s 0 and 0 F y s y 1 K F 2, or F ) 0 and 1 Fs X s
ys K 2 F 2. We will show that in these circumstances F must be amongX
the cases listed in the statement of Theorem 3.4.
2  . 2Consider first the case that F s 0 and 0 F y s y 1 K F 2. Then Fs X s
is base point free. To see this, note that yK ? F s ys K 2 will beX s X
 .greater than 1 and hence base point free by Theorem 2.11 a unless
s s yK 2 s 1. But then 0 s F 2 s F 2 q s 2K 2 implies F 2 s 1, which byX s X
adjunction contradicts F ? K s 0. Now by Lemma 2.6, F s r C , whereX s
r ) 0 and C is the class of a smooth rational curve with C 2 s 0 and
2  . 2yK ? C s 2. But K - 0 and 0 F y s y 1 K F 2 force one of theX X X
 . . 2  . .following possibilities: a i s s 1 and K s y2 r ; a iii, ii s s 2 andX
1 F yK 2 s r F 2; or s s 3 and yK 2 s 1. This last case, s s 3 andX X
2  .1 s yK , cannot occur, since 0 s yK ? F s yK ? r C y 3K s 2 rX X X X
y 3.
2 2 Consider now the case F ) 0 and 1 F ys K F 2 or, equivalently,s X
2 2 .s s 1 with K being y1 or y2, or s s 2 with K s y1 . We know thatX X
F q K is not numerically effective. If it were also not effective, then bys X
Corollary 2.7, F 2 q F ? K F y2, but yK ? F s ys K 2 F 2 so F 2 F 0,s s X X s X s
2  .which contradicts F ) 0. Thus Lemma 2.12 a, c shows there is as
nonisomorphic birational morphism X ª V such that F is the pullbacks
of a class L on V meeting every irreducible exceptional class positively
and thus that L X s L q K is numerically effective. Moreover, K 2 G 0;V V
since K 2 - K 2 , this is clear if K 2 s y1, so say K 2 s y2. If K 2 - 0,X V X X V
2  . Xthen K s y1, so with the obvious abuse of notation F s L y K yV V
X X 2  X.2 XK . Since L ? K s L ? K , we have F s L y 4K ? L y 5. ButX X V V
X X 2  X.20 s yK ? F s yK ? L y 3 implies that yK ? L s 3 so F s LX V V
 X .2q 7, and since this is even we have L ) 0. Thus by Proposition 3.2, the
morphism defined by L X is birational away from the curves perpendicular
to L X. Since L X ? F ) 0, we see L X is birational on F, hence so is f,
contrary to assumption; i.e., K 2 - 0 cannot occur.V
2 If K ) 0, we will denote V by Z. In this case, the birational morphismV
X ª Z factors through a surface Y with K 2 s 0. We point this out merelyY
to be compatible with the statement of Theorem 3.4, since in this case Y
. 2turns out to be irrelevant. If K s 0, we will denote V by Y; in this case,V
there will be a Z, defined later.
We examine the first case; i.e., V s Z. To recapitulate, F is thes
pullback of a class L . Thus F 2 ) 0 and 1 F ys K 2 F 2 means L 2 ) 0s X
and 1 F yK ? L F 2. Also, L X s L q K is numerically effective, henceZ Z
1 F K 2 F yK ? L F 2. If K 2 s yK ? L s 2 or K 2 s yK ? L s 1, thenZ Z Z Z Z Z
yK ? L X s 0. By Lemma 2.4, L X s 0 so L s yK ; i.e., F s A y s K ,Z Z X
where A is the pullback of yK , r in the statement of the Theorem is 0,Z
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2 2   . ..and either K s 2, s s 1, and K s y2 which is covered by case b ii ,Z X
2 2   . ..or K s s s 2, and K s y1 which is covered by case b iii , orZ X
2 2   . ..K s s s 1, and K s y1 which is covered by case b i .Z X
2 Similarly, if K s 1 and yK ? L s 2, then either L s y2 K which isZ Z Z
 . .  . .. Xcovered by cases b iv and b v or L q K s L q 2 K is not numeri-Z Z
cally effective, which we now show cannot happen. If L q 2 K were notZ
 .2  .effective, then by Corollary 2.7, L q K q L q K ? K F y2, whichZ Z Z
simplifies to L 2 F 2. Since L 2 ) 0 is even by adjunction, we see L 2 s 2,
 X.2  .2hence L s L q K s y1, which contradicts numerical effectivityZ
for L X. If L q 2 K were effective but not numerically effective, then byZ
Lemma 2.12 there would be a nontrivial birational morphism Z ª ZX such
that L q K is the pullback of a numerically effective class L Y on ZX andZ
such that L Y q K X would be numerically effective. Denoting by K theZ
pullback of K X , we see that K ? K ) 1, that L q K q K is numericallyZ Z Z
 .effective, and that y L q K q K ? K - 0, contradiction.Z Z
Finally, say that K 2 s 0, so V s Y. Thus L pulls back to F andV s
L X s L q K is numerically effective. Thus there is a maximum r ) 0Y
such that L s L q rK is numerically effective. If L is not effective,r Y rq1
then by Corollary 2.7 we have y2 G L 2 q K ? L , so yK ? L y 2 G L 2r Y r Y r r
G 0. But yK ? L s yK ? L s yK ? F s ys K 2 , so is either 1 or 2.Y r Y X s X
Thus we must have yK ? L s 2 and yK ? L y 2 s L 2 s 0. TakingY r Y r r
X  . .  . .Z s Y here and A s L , we get cases b vi and b vii . If L isr rq1
effective, then by Lemma 2.12 there is a nontrivial birational morphism
 2 .Y ª Z hence K ) 0 such that L is the pullback of a class I on Z andZ r
I X s I q K is numerically effective. Note that 1 F yK ? F F 2 andZ X s
numerical effectivity of I X mean that 1 F K 2 F yI ? K F 2; moreover,Z Z
2  X.2 X 2 2 I s I y 2 K ? I q K G K ) 0. Arguing as above when we tookZ Z Z
.  . .  .V s Z , we obtain cases b i ] v , but now with r ) 0.
wNow consider characteristic 0. Then by the usual Bertini theorem 8,
xIII.10.9 a general section F of F is smooth. If f is birational to its image,
then so is the canonical morphism on F. Thus F is not hyperelliptic, so by
 . XProposition 3.1 c , F is normally generated. Now by Proposition 2.9, X is
the normal surface obtained by contracting all curves perpendicular to F.
We now prove the corollary stated in the Introduction.
 .Proof of Corollary 1.1. By Corollary 2.3, L and hence r L is effective.
 .  .Now suppose L satisfies a . By Theorem 2.11 a , r L is base point free.
By Lemma 2.6, r L is not composed with a pencil, and a general section is
 .integral. By Proposition 3.1 a , r L is normally generated; the rest now
follows from Proposition 3.2.
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 .  .Now suppose b holds. By Lemma 2.12 a , there is a smooth surface
Y and a birational morphism X ª Y such that L is the pullback of a class
L X on Y and every exceptional divisor meets L X positively. If L X q KY
2  X.2were not effective, then by Corollary 2.7, L s L - 0. Thus we know
X  .that L q K is numerically effective by Lemma 2.12 c . By TheoremY
 . X X2.11 d , yK is not in the base locus of L . If L has a fixed part N, thenY
 . Xby Theorem 2.11 c , L s sC q N for some s ) 0, where C is effective,
meets N once and has C ? K s y2 and C 2 s 0. But this means C meetsY
the numerically effective class L X q K negatively. Thus L X is fixedY
  .. Xcomponent and by Theorem 2.11 c base point free, and hence so is r L
and thus r L . By Lemma 2.6, r L is not composed with a pencil and a
 .general section Z is integral. By Proposition 3.1 d , r L is normally
 . 1 .generated. From Theorem 2.11 c we know h X, sr L s 1 for all s ) 0,
1 .  .while h Z, sr L m O s 0 for s ) 1 since by adjunction Z has genus atZ
 .least 2; it is now easy to check that 0 ª s y 1 r L ª sr L ª sr L m O ª 0Z
is exact on global sections, and hence by Lemma 2.10, r L m O is normallyZ
generated and so very ample. Thus the sections of r L define a morphism
birational to its image, which by Proposition 2.9 is smooth off a finite set.
w xThus the general section of r L is smooth 8, II.8.18 and the rest follows
by Proposition 2.9.
Remark 3.5. Our results have some consequences for which numeri-
cally effective base locus free classes on an anticanonical surface are
normally generated. Say F is a numerically effective base locus free class.
It is easy to see that F is normally generated if F 2 s 0. If F 2 ) 0 and
yK ? F ) 0, then F is normally generated by Proposition 3.1 if and onlyX
if yK ? F G 3. Finally, if F 2 ) 0 but yK ? F s 0, then, apart fromX X
those cases listed in Theorem 3.4, we can say F is normally generated if a
general section is smooth. Thus, this gives a determination of the base
locus free normally generated classes, complete apart from the cases listed
in Theorem 3.4. This is especially useful in characteristic 0, since then
smoothness of the general section is automatic, and hence in characteristic
0, apart from the cases listed in Theorem 3.4, all base locus free numeri-
cally effective classes perpendicular to the canonical class are normally
generated. It would be nice to know whether this is still true in positive
characteristics.
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